F*ck Herd Theory
M ARK ETI NG & COMMUNICAT IONS
I N A POST-COVID WORLD
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Foreword
Now more than ever, brands and businesses must have
the plums to be Conspicuous.
Against the backdrop of a global pandemic and our modernday Great Recession, we set out the argument for a return to
‘Marketing proper’ using ‘conspicuous behaviour’ as a lens
through which to build a long-term strategy and executional
comms that aren’t defined by benchmarks or category norms.
Despite the tomes of future forecasts and predictions, and the
messianic promise of ‘brand purpose’, none of us know what
the next 1-3 years will bring. We’re not going to tell you what
you already know: death rates, job losses, working from home
are not given more air time here.
Because one thing that’s not for sale is certainty; but this is
an invitation to resurrect that which is proven to work and
to cross-examine every layer of marketing effort in order to
re-think, regenerate or rebirth brands into sectors that may
look the same on the outside, but are anything but the
‘Kansas’ we knew.

1. Bain & Co Consulting
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THE CO N TEXT
Savage, unselective and merciless.
A recession approaching like
Brick Top and 16 hungry pigs.
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The steepest one quarter
contraction in history
% CHANGE OF GDP FROM PRECEDING QUARTER
4
2
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HUNGRY PIGS AHEAD

As one reporter put it, a ‘recession on steroids’ is accelerating
at pace2. Whilst fire-fighting the operational u-turn is – rightly
– occupying the majority of air-time and thinking space for
businesses in the day to day, the next 6-18 months are going
to be the biggest decider of who survives and who gets lost
by the wayside.

NEVER BEFORE HAS A LONG-TERM SURVIVAL STRATEGY
BEEN SO IMPORTANT TO BUSINESSES AND BRANDS.
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We’ve all read the figures comparing the developing situation
with the 2008 recession. The headlines; 2008 saw a 2% drop
in GDP3. A “severe recession”. Current projections for Q2
2020 show a 35% drop in GDP: aka “the steepest one quarter
contraction in history.4

Whilst some optimistically hope for a
V-shaped recovery in the second half of
2020, a sluggish, bottom-heavy U-shape
is more likely, with a healthy economy
not truly returning until Q3 2021.

GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT DECREASED 4.8% IN THE FIRST QUARTER OF 2020.

1. https://www.theguardian.com/business/2020/apr/29/us-economy-shrinks-coronavirus-ends-longest-expansion 2. https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-europe-52221259 3. https://www.statista.com/statistics/1107834/uk-gdp-growth-forecast 4. https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-03-23/economists-see-u-s-facing-worst-ever-quarterly-contraction
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TELECOMS
UTILITIES
F OOD

BAU will have a
pain curve like the
worst hangover.
STEADY STATE WHEN YOU AWAKE, DESCENDING QUICKLY POST
BREAKFAST TO SHAKING LIKE THE PROVERBIAL BY LUNCHTIME.

Limited impact
0% Hit to brand value

AUTOMOTIVE
S PIR ITS
MED IA
ENGINEER ING
Moderate impact
Up to 10% Hit to brand value

R ES TAUR ANTS
BEER
BANK ING
R ETAIL
TR AVEL
Heavy impact 2

Up to 20% Hit to brand value

The fact that our economy is dominated
by the service sector is one of the
biggest challenges. The lost output
during social distancing can never be
recovered – people aren’t going to start
going to the cinema four times a week
to make up for missing out when the
cinemas re-open. Same for restaurants,
hotels, bars, gyms and sports venues.

Capital Economists go as far as
suggesting that almost a quarter
of economic activity will be lost.1
There are swathes of sectors for
whom this isn’t merely a “pause
in business as usual” – airlines,
conferencing, events to name a few –
but a five year+ recovery mission if
not a complete business re-think.

1. https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-52232639 2. https://www.marketingweek.com/brand-value-media-time-job-losses-5-interesting-stats-to-start-your-week/

Confidence
is contagious

UK CONSUMER CONFIDENCE INDEX: COVID-19 “FLASH” REPORT
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On top of that, recessions carry psychological and confidence
aspects. Keynes’ “animal spirits” come into play, and consumer
instincts, decision making and behaviour all shape-shift.
Consumer confidence is currently sitting at -34, 21 points lower
than this time last year. And feelings about the economic situation
over the next 12 months have dropped to -56 vs 2019.1
Whilst we’re not economists or sociologists, understanding how
to re-connect and influence consumers in the post-Covid ‘matrix’
is a crucial weapon in a marketer’s arsenal.

1. GfK: https://www.marketingweek.com/brand-value-media-time-job-losses-5-interesting-stats-to-start-your-week/ 2. https://www.gfk.com/en-gb/insights/press-release/uk-consumer-confidence-dives-to-34-during-first-weeks-of-lock-down/
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THE IMPLICATIO N
Like Mia Wallace, marketing is about
to get a shot straight to the heart
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sh cker
WE’VE EXPERIENCED A ‘DEMAND SHOCK’
A sudden increase in demand for some
goods and services (loo roll, pasta, soap,
ventilators); and an aggressive retraction
of demand for others (holidays, event
tickets, cars).

While pricing of goods has been largely protected by the
universal impact of C-19, this economic event will place
new value and significance on certain goods and services.

“Loss of income and
supply challenges are
forcing different
consumer choices.”
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Marketing has
a lot to answer for
This economic earthquake creates
a problem and an opportunity for all
brands and businesses.
If you’re in “positive demand shock”,
how do you;

A) MEET THAT DEMAND AND
B) ENSURE YOU’RE THE BRAND
OF CHOICE IN YOUR CATEGORY?

If you’re in “negative demand shock”,

HOW CAN YOU RE-FORGE RELEVANCE
AND VALUE IN THE EYES OF LOST AND
NEW BUYERS?
Now more than ever, we must step up
to the plate and weaponise the discipline
of marketing as the economic catalyst
it was designed for.
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PARTY’S OVER GUYS

Marketing has been
mis-used and mis-quoted
for more than a decade…
...with an over-reliance on and
self-aggrandisement of comms,
tactics and execution.
Marketing is not advertising.
We must unknow this easy comfort
blanket and go ‘back to the future’
to re-activate the true foundations
of marketing:

T HE 4PS, POSITIONING AND PROPOSITIONS
Transformative energy is at an all-time high right
now – both out of necessity and the existential
questions being asked of us all.
This energy must be channelled in the right direction
for long-term brand health, and be charged ready for
the economic rebound on the horizon.
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O U R CO N TEN TIO N
The battle for attention
is about to get ugly
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When we emerge from
our caves, the battle for
consumer eyes and ears
will be deafening

Attention has been so aggressively directed away from any
brands that don’t directly serve, that when we resume our lives
without restriction, the wrestle for attention is going to get ugly.

MEDIA ACTIVITY IS NURSING A FAULT LINE, WITH SOME
CHANNELS BECOMING COMPLETELY OBSOLETE
Cinema and Outdoor media have felt the sharpest retraction,
making room for the emergence of new media opportunities
within gaming and streaming.

Those who paused media spend will be itching to press the PLAY button at pace.
Brands with decades of equity under their belts will likely revert to the ‘How to
Survive a Recession’ rule book and play the heritage card, drowning out any
more junior players.
However, as everyone strives to return business to ‘as usual’,
is BAU really the promised land?
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There is a new matrix to navigate, where shouting the loudest
won’t necessarily guarantee a place back in people’s lives. If the
crisis has proved anything, it will be that humans can survive
without a vast majority of the brands & businesses out there.

Brands
aren’t crucial
to human
survival
A seismic shift such as this requires a seismic shift in the
perception, role and value of marketing. Supply does not
exist without demand. If you can’t out-spend the competition,
you must out-think them.
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This is where
‘Conspicuous behaviour’
comes into its own
A belief in the principles and power
of Conspicuous must be used to

RECALIBRATE, REGENERATE OR
REBIRTH YOUR BUSINESS OR BRAND
into markets and sectors that may look
the same on the outside, but are anything
but the ‘Kansas’ we knew before Covid19.
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THE GAME PLAN
Marketing science meets behaviour
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Viruses are
disruptive,
brands
in general,
are not.

Words like “disruptive” and “distinctive”
are thrown around by marketers like rice
at an Italian wedding. The irony is, those
words are now so commonplace that
the invitation to be “disruptive” is met
with glazed eyes and a sinking heart.
Many have come to accept that even
though the ambition is labelled as
“be the most disruptive”, the final
output rarely does more than tinker
around the edges. A marginal nudge
in brand performance, and that’s it.

Covid19 has lived up to the purist’s
definition of disruption. Interruption
on a global scale. Affecting almost
every household and business on
the planet. A counter-force that
fundamentally changes decisions
and behaviour.
THIS is disruption. So let’s keep
things in perspective from now on.
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HOWEVER, THIS IS NOT AN INVITATION
TO “BE MORE COVID”.
What we’re talking about is being
‘Conspicuous’.
Not only being visible and noticeable
(arguably the main objective for
marketing), but being outstanding
and remarkable.

That is, a reason be ‘remarked upon’.
No one feels good about buying
something unremarkable; they’re even
less likely to mention the unremarkable
to anyone else.
But these are remarkable times.
An opportunity to sit up and start
thinking laterally about what and
how brands and businesses are
serving and communicating
to buyers.
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“trends
are
always
traps”.
-GEORGE LOUIS

1

SINCE WHEN DID MARKETING BECOME PHOTOCOPYING?
Whilst the appetite from brands wanting to be ‘disruptive’ and ‘distinctive’ may be genuine,
the required action, tenacity and vision tends not to match up.
Why else do whole sectors look and say the same?
Generally it’s down to fear of doing anything other than mimicking the benchmark. Following a trend,
believing it’s safe. But like George Lois said, “trends are always traps”.
Being disruptive Conspicuous requires one to risk polarising the masses; to ignore convention;
sacrifice the crowd pleaser; reject decisions by committee and have conviction in a belief beyond the 9-5.

1. Damn Good Advice (for People With Talent!), George Lois, 2012
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Conspicuous is a deliberate play.
It actively looks to place brands in a position of
splendid isolation. To create a monopoly, a new
category and somewhere with no competition.
Conspicuous whispers when the world shouts.
Simplifies when the world complicates.
Innovates when the world merely photocopies.

Conspicuous behaviour must be used in all pillars
of marketing in order to realise its potential.

CONSPICUOUS WALKS THE WALK
AND DOESN’T RELY ON COMMS ALONE.
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THE SPECIF ICS

The 4P
Renaissance

Comms ‘experts’ with weapons-grade
thick rimmed glasses are going to be
left firing blanks
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If you want to flush away
marketing spend, ask an
ad agency
The industry has created an over-reliance
on comms to do the work, largely driven
by the dominance of ad agencies.

To be clear, it’s not about merely standing out in
comms – being the most outrageous, or turning
everything neon pink isn’t enough.

‘The Law of the Instrument’ (“to a man
with a hammer, everything looks like a
nail”) has created an unfortunate result:
a disconnection of the function of
marketing from its role as an economic
catalyst and an aid in solving big
business problems.

The role of ‘Conspicuous behaviour’
is a mode of thinking that must be applied
across the foundations of marketing science.

It’s been homogenised and subsumed
by one small part of it: advertising.

Around since the 1950s, ‘The 4Ps’ have long since
disappeared from agency-client conversations and
briefing forms. Instead, the reflex is “how can
advertising solve this problem?”
In this trepidatious post-Covid era, Product, Price,
Place and Promotion can provide the structure and
certainty for marketing activity. Only now, they should
all be viewed through the lens of ‘Conspicuous’.
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Product
S TART W I T H FACIN G IN TO THE
U NC O MF O RTAB L E QU ESTION S:

If what you’re selling still meets consumer need, how can
the format evolve to reach more / new people in the ways
they now want to consume it?
What about your innovation pipeline – is it a ‘me-too’ offering
or is it genuinely unique?
If people do need you, they still need to notice you, so which
actual benefits need to be amplified given the new context?
The pandemic has shone the brightest light on the brands and
services that are most useful or helpful in our hour of need.
If customer behaviour suggests they don’t need you,
(sales on a downward spiral) consider how you can you
re-position to meet the needs of a more utility-savvy audience.
Ask the question “how am I showing customers how useful or
helpful my brand or service is versus the competition?”
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Price
The demand shock that has hit the private sector will have
forced a reappraisal of value. But this isn’t an opportunity
to profiteer.
Rather, price becomes an even more important lever in
driving penetration.
Marketing must be bought back into the pricing discussion.
It’s too vital to be disconnected from consumer behaviour,
instead outsourcing it to ‘finance’ or the sales teams.
Data and insight are required, matched with a positioning
and proposition to determine what is right.
Too cheap, people won’t trust you (see consumer behaviour
during 2008 Recession, whereby a return to trusted brands
prevailed over cheaper own label alternatives). Too expensive,
people will live without you (and will trust you even less).
The renewed focus on universal fairness, generosity and trust
– can I rely on you? Did you show up in my hour of need? –
will translate into willingness to part with hard-earnt, or hardprotected cash.

WHAT YOU DO NOW, WILL REFLECT
ON WHAT HAPPENS NEXT.
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Place
Thanks to Covid, DTC and eComm
are enjoying their moment of glory,
while the high street is anxiously shaking
in the corner. However, this is not about a
simple, binary leap towards a digital-only
channel strategy.
Caution must be exercised to ensure we
don’t over-correct and lurch too far in
one direction. DTC is critical, no doubt,
but remember when it used be all about
‘experience’? About 8 weeks ago.
Whilst distribution and channel planning
will be the difference between life and
death for some brands and services,
we must temper our ambition to change
too dramatically, remembering a channel
is represented by a mix for good reason.

We cannot neglect the fact that the new
purchasing and consumption behaviour
resulting from lockdown will have
enabled new habits to form, and this
behaviour will never disappear entirely.
Taking advantage of the consumer’s
openness to new ways to access your
brand will serve both short term and
long term gains.
Consider where else people can
experience and interact with your
brand. Music festivals have diverted
to live-streaming; gyms have provided
virtual exercise classes. Restaurants
have become artisan delis for local
customers.
Prioritising energy and investment
in channel strategy should not be
viewed as a knee-jerk reaction to
a crisis, but a vital exercise in
future-proofing.
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Promotion
Ask yourself: are you just repeating the
same messages as everyone else, trapped
in an echo chamber and falling on deaf ears?
This is where the principle of Conspicuous
gets interesting. How a brand is promoted
is not just about communication of the rational,
tangible ‘product for sale’. Nor the sales tactics
and incentives.

STOP JUST DESCRIBING THE PRODUCT.
START TALKING ABOUT YOUR DIFFERENCE
AND ‘WHY YOU’.
The proposition – the promise made by brand to
the buyer in exchange for their cash – should
speak to needs, beliefs and desires that live on
a much deeper level. These fundamental human
needs have been surfaced by Covid19.
Connection. Reassurance. Hope.
Deep human insights are crucial to Conspicuous
behaviour. Occasionally, confronting those truths
other might avoid is the best thing to do.
Let’s take Instagram. It’s not just a photo-sharing
platform. Nor does it sell creativity and selfexpression. It offers a means to make others
jealous - something we all secretly like to do.
Accessing insights such as this is crucial in
building a brand and message that is infinitely
more memorable, appealing and unique.
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59%

57%

55%

50%

PAIN RELIEF

TOILET PAPER

DISH WASHING SUPPLIES

MILK & CREAM

WEIGHTS

PACKAGED FOODS

99%

COOLERS

RICE & DRIED GRAINS

SOUPS

159%

GOLF CLUBS

COUGH MEDICINE

166%

DRONES

STORE FIXTURES
& DISPLAYS

PARTY &
EVENT SUPPLIES

GYM BAGS

BREAD MACHINES

DISPOSABLE GLOVES

170%

DOG FOOD

279%

BOY’S
ATHLETIC SHOES

RASH GUARDS

WOMEN’S
SWIMWEAR

MEN’S
FORMAL WEAR

04//Does every single piece of comms you fire into
the ether contribute to keeping you relevant?

BRIDAL WEAR

 r are you inspirational, providing a means to engage
03// O
in creative ways and meet deep and important
human needs?

MEN’S
SWIMWEAR

02// A
 re you a pragmatist, who seeks to make life easier
by being available, consistent and simple?

CAMERAS

 re you an innovator, helping people live and connect
01// A
in new ways?

307%

190%

BRIEFCASES

It’s time for some unflinching questioning of the
relevant value you are bringing:

377%
326%

LUGGAGE

The significance of brand relevance
has never had such a sharp exposé.
Relevance is defined by a brand’s
importance in a person’s life - either
through utility or emotional connection.

THE MOST RELIABLE INDICATOR OF A BRAND’S LONG-TERM
SUCCESS, RELEVANCE COMES IN A NUMBER OF GUISES.

386%

VITAMINS

397%

FITNESS GOODS

In a world of suitcases,
be a bread machine
As a marketer, beyond making the
tills ring, there are only two jobs that
matter: making (and keeping) people
aware and being relevant. This has
always, and will always be, the case.

O TH ER FAS T-G RO W ING
CATEG O RIES
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FRUIT CUPS
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30%

50%

O TH ER FAS T-D ECLINING
CATEG O RIES

The social and cultural climate will inevitably affect the perceived
relevance of a brand in positive and negative ways.
No one could have predicted a 652% INCREASE IN Q2 SALES OF BREAD MAKERS
without a pandemic; but in times of crisis, no one needs to sign up to an
expensive private members club or purchase new luggage.

https://www.visualcapitalist.com/shoppers-buying-online-ecommerce-covid-19/
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Covid is not an excuse
for crap marketing
Maintaining relevance must apply at a product, brand and
a comms level, and speed of adaptation counts. If you’re
the private members club, no one is signing up or visiting
for the foreseeable. Your brand and product has become
less relevant, but to stay visible – Conspicuous - your
offer and comms can react. Soho House for example,
created hampers of food and alcohol to recreate the
experience at home. It won’t plug the gap in lost revenue,
but it keeps the brand present and relevant in this new
context through emotional connection and through
physical and mental availability.

Too many brands continue to churn out unadapted content
in the hope of staying relevant right now, but only serve to
show complete disconnection from a reality that risks losing
consumer interest and affinity as a result. Covid is not an
excuse for crap marketing.
However, this principle applies regardless of whether
there’s a global pandemic as a backdrop or not.

Consumers are experts at sifting out the irrelevant –
8-second attention spans, mindless scrolling, ad blockers,
autopilot shopping. We’re all the same. And that’s when there
isn’t a virus dominating thoughts and news channels.
The quest for relevance must always supersede fashionable
terms such as ‘brand purpose’ and ‘storytelling’. Covid has
become the most effective filter against brands who simply
make a lot of noise but take no action. Fulfilling a B.S. brand
purpose often requires deep pockets and little drains, so if
your lofty ambitions to save the world cannot withstand this
Covid-shaped acid test, brand purpose will not save you.

KEEP FOCUSED ON THE TWO PRIORITY TASKS AT
ALL TIMES: AWARENESS AND RELEVANCE.
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LET ’ S BE CLEAR T H E 4PS

Do not stand for Piss Poor
Planning Performance
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EXECU TIO N

F*ck

Herd Theory

Sun Tzu isn’t famous because he
wrote a strategy paper that never
got actioned
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The modern
art of
marketing
Conspicuous behaviour must be a lens with which to build an overall marketing strategy,
using the 4Ps as the corner pillars. However, a strategy is only as successful as its execution
– Sun Tzu is famous because he got shit done.

THE BRAND PROPOSI TI ON , CA MPA I GN ACTI VATI ON A N D EXECU TI ON A L
TAC TIC S ALL H AVE EQ U A LLY I MPORTA N T ROLES TO PLAY.
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P ROPOSIT ION: SP L ENDI D ISOLATI O N
The role of the proposition is to separate you from the competition, either through value exchange,
utility or personality. There are generally three ways in which to craft a proposition - all require sacrifice.

01 / / BE UNI QU E
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Unique propositions
are usually functional
or feature-led.

Not unique but
not yet said.

Say the same as others,
but in a different way.

Think Beats By Dre
headphones:
“The emotion of sound”

Think John Smith’s
“No nonsense beer for
no nonsense beer drinkers”

Think Seedlip,
“the only non-alcoholic spirit”

Why
should
I give
you my
money?
Polarise. FFS. Be the cleaning product that loves dirt,
the funeral directors that celebrate life or the cyber
security firm that knows it’s boring.
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CHA N N EL ST RATE GY: B E MO R E N O RW I C H C ATH E D R A L
The principles of Conspicuous must trickle down to channel strategy.
The how and where you show up can position your brand in splendid isolation if coupled with a deep – and
sometimes uncomfortable - understanding of the audience. For example, ‘porn usage’ rarely shows up on an
activation brief, yet 62% of young Brits have watched porn in the last month. Showing up where other brands
fear to tread (banner ads on PornHub anyone?) provides a significant competitive advantage.
Subverting expectations around subject and context is powerful because it’s polarising. Norwich Cathedral
installed a full sized helter-skelter to provide a more creative perspective on religion. The Right Reverend
hated it; yet it prompted thousands to flood through the doors. Job done.
Of course, apply with caution. The 70:20:10 model is in place to stop us behaving like magpies and being
attracted to the latest shiny thing. But, importantly, it allows space for Conspicuous experimentation with
media channels, messages and creative. Use that “10%” of investment to be f*cking audacious!
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Tactics are
the outcome,
not the reason
J US T B E C A US E YO U C A N D O E S N ’ T ME A N YO U S H O UL D
Short term air-cover has its part to play.
Responding to competitor activity is
sometimes necessary (it’s a bear-fight
now remember), and taking advantage
of a seasonal or topical opportunity is
undeniably beneficial.

But every social media post;
every webinar; every e-shot must
serve the overall brand strategy.
If Conspicuous thinking isn’t applied
to even the simplest of tactics, you are
merely contributing to the mass dustbin
of messages that are our supermarkets,
social platforms, inboxes and media
spaces that are tomorrow’s chip paper.
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REVELATIO N
Things are tough right now.
For every business, in every
sector. And it will be for a while.
As with all complex challenges,
there is no single silver bullet.
However, with clarity comes action.
We’ve written 10 Conspicuous
Commandments to help guide
you and your marketing through
the storm clouds...

1

UNKNOW
YOUR
ENEMY

Don’t assume your ‘enemy’ is the competition.
More often it’s ‘poor product’ or a ‘me-too proposition’
or business complacency. Get specific and find the
worthy enemy.

PLAY
OFFENSIVELY

Defence is one move away from defeat. Fighting against
something contains you to one battlefield; you’re defined
by your opponent’s moves. Fighting for something requires
belief and vision; an offensive on your terms about that
which matters most to you and your business.

STOP
BENCHMARKING

Categories have become swamps of
‘samey-ness’ where nothing thrives
and many sink. Benchmarking is
simply copying for grown-ups.
Resist at all costs.

DON’T
FOLLOW
THE HERD

56

REMOVE THE
ROSE-TINTED
SPECS

KNOW
KNOWLEDGE
IS SOMETIMES
A CURSE

Be a considered non-conformist. Embracing ‘deviant
means’ is to look for the unordinary path, say the
unsaid and be constructively daring. There is more at
risk by fitting in.

Experience can be like shackles to the ankles, forcing
you to operate within a cage of conformity and ‘tried and
tested’. But the objective outsider can often see more than
you. There is value in detachment.

Logic is safe, but limited. Logic gets to a reliable
answer, it’s easier and rose-tinted – but it’ll be the
same answer as everyone else. Lateral thinking is
chaos - it asks different questions and joins the
dots in a different order. Seek out the lateral thinker
and trust the chaos

7

KNOW THE
DEVIL’S
ADVOCATES
KILL
GREATNESS

BE RIGHT
NOT TRENDY

BE A
JET SKI
NOT A
BATTLESHIP

If you focus on trying to turn the battleship, change is
slow, arduous and unremarkable. Pace and impetus
comes from smaller, cumulative actions. Fuel a fleet
of jet skis – a small team of expert operators - you’ll
discover more, get there quicker and enjoy the ride.

Devil’s Advocate is the easy position to take. But there’s
no glory in killing ideas before they’ve had chance to
breathe. Know that your enemy in the board room is the
Devil’s Advocate and personal conviction will be required
in spades to deliver Conspicuous.

Losing relevance with customers is a painful demise
because it’s wholly avoidable. Loss of relevance comes
when you’re distracted by the superfluous and zeitgeist.
It also happens when you’re focused on the operational
logistics of a global pandemic. Forget ‘brand purpose’
and ‘storytelling’ and commit to the only things that
matter: awareness and relevance.

10

UNHIDE
FFS
If no-one can see you, hear you or find you, they cannot buy you.

A word of caution:

this isn’t a BYOB
free-for-all
Many of the tools and processes we rely
on in marketing practice are in place for
a reason. Whilst the temptation will be to
skip to the solution – because - let’s be
honest, we can build a hospital in 9 days
– knee-jerking to short-term, tactical and
reactive outputs that do not deliver only
waste time and precious money.

CLEAR BUSINESS OBJECTIVES. BRIEFS. RESOURCE
PLANNING. CREATIVE FREEDOM TO EXPLORE.
These are the guardrails that deliver work that is fit for purpose
and worthy of marketing investment. Sometimes, the answer
might well be advertising. But then, what else would you expect
ad agencies to say?
The invitation isn’t to rip up the rule book and start again…but it
is an invitation to allow new ways of thinking, and to know that
if it’s a choice between uncertainty and risk, risk is always safer.

So rise up, fire-starters
CONSPICUOUS THINKERS ARE
NON-INCREMENTALISTS.
They’re interested in tidal waves not ripples
The outside view of their categories might
look formulaic and dull – the ‘Swamp’ –
but resisting the temptation to follow the
herd forges new categories, challenges the
Goliath brands and delivers exponential
growth. Here's a few we salute:

DEAD HAPPY

HABITO

NORM

CEREAL KILLER CAFÉ

DECIEM

“Normal is boring”

“Hell or Habito”

“Reassuringly dull”

Life Insurance

Mortgage Broker

Cyber Security

“World’s first cereal
dining experience”

“The Abnormal
Beauty Company”

Restaurant

Cosmetics

Don’t just take
our word for it:
Data proves that companies most likely to gain ground during a recession implement operational
efficiencies, invest more in marketing, R&D and new supply capabilities. This is the 4Ps. They don’t
just increase ad spend, as the ad agencies would have us believe.1
Data proves that those who strengthen brand equity during a recession recover 9 times faster overall.2
Data proves market-leading brands are consistently perceived as the most differentiated
within the category.3
Conspicuous behaviour is leadership behaviour. Brands that fail to respond
to a changing landscape stagnate, decline and ultimately, disappear.

READY FOR A
CONSPICUOUS COMEBACK?
WE’RE WAITING…

1. http://www.millwardbrown.com/global-navigation/blogs/post/mb-blog/2020/04/15/how-brands-can-survive-and-then-thrive-during-a-covid-19-triggered-recession 2. https://www.warc.com/newsandopinion/news/brands-in-a-pandemic-world-insights-from-kantars-covid-19-barometer/43422 3. https://www.warc.com/SubscriberContent/Article/Building_brands_through_differentiated_salience/107045

NOKAMO grows client’s market share and their P&L.
We believe in lateral thought and action to do it.
Making a difference by making you different.
In a world of generic, clone brands we use sacrifice,
polarity and agitation to get it done.
The result? We create and launch brands, revise propositions
and build marketing campaigns that haven’t been done before.
Our team of marketing veterans will lead you through a series
of strategic and creative sprints; our tools, models and minds
getting you to the promised land.
In the post-Covid aftermath a return to marketing’s science,
reason and rigour will be required to survive and prosper.
Let us help you ‘weaponise your rethink’ and make sure none
of your marketing spend is wasted.
Fancy a natter?
Please contact Ian Humphris, CEO, on 07788 727381
or email ian.h@nokamo.com
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